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Meet the Koorui P01 gaming monitor! Designed for gamers who do not accept compromises! Its 23.8-inch FHD screen provides clarity,
and with a VA technology panel, offers a picture of fantastic quality. In the game, every pixel counts! With a 178° viewing angle, you'll
clearly see everything on the screen, no matter from where you're viewing it.  The monitor offers HDMI, VGA and DC inputs, providing
wide compatibility and versatility of use with your devices. Computer, console, camera, or laptop? There are no limits with Koorui!
 
Deep blacks and amazing contrasts
The use of a VA panel guarantees deep blacks and exceptional contrast, so you'll experience even deeper immersion during your favorite
entertainment.  With  a  contrast  ratio  of  3,000:1,  the  Koorui  P01  reproduces  details  in  the  dark  and  light  parts  of  the  image  with
unparalleled precision, allowing gamers to see details they might miss on other screens.
 
Image smoothness at the highest level
The 100 Hz refresh rate guarantees smoothness of every movement, eliminating afterimages and image breaks, which is essential during
intense gameplay. You'll never miss your opponent's too-fast punch again - Koorui P01 is your partner for victory!
 
Colors that bring any scene to life
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99% coverage of the sRGB gamut and 72% NTSC - what does that mean? Every color displayed on the P01 monitor is vivid, realistic and
full  of  depth.  If  you  value  high-level  gameplay,  you'll  appreciate  the  color  accuracy  that  will  make  the  gaming  world  absorb  you
completely. 
 
Customize to your gaming style
That's not all the advantages of the P01 monitor - user comfort is the key to your satisfaction. Tilt adjustment and VESA support allow
you to customize the monitor,  whether you want to place it  on a desk or hang it  on a wall.  Use as you like and enjoy the freedom of
Koorui.
 
Advanced features for the discerning
Koorui  P01  offers  many  smart  features  that  make  using  the  monitor  even  more  convenient.  MPRT  OD (with  3  refresh  rates,  ideal  for
different  game genres)  and  dedicated  RTS  and  FPS  modes  ensure  that  the  image  is  optimized  according  to  the  player's  preferences.
What's more, the P01 offers a blue light filter to protect your eyesight, so your eyes won't get tired with prolonged use.
 
Included
Monitor P01
Bracket
Base
Power cable
	Manufacturer	
	Koorui
	Model	
	P01
	Screen size	
	23.8"
	Panel type	
	VA
	Resolution	
	FHD 1920x1080px
	Refresh rate	
	100 HZ
	Response time	
	5 ms
	Viewing angle	
	178°
	Color	
	Black
	Purpose	
	Gaming
	Stand adjustment	
	Tilt (up and down)
	VESA mounting hole pattern 
	75 x 75 mm
	VESA screw	
	M4 x 8 mm
	Connection	
	HDMI 1.4; VGA
	Color gamut	
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	99% SRGB, NTSC 72%
	Static contrast ratio	
	3000:1
	Average brightness (cd/m2)	
	250
	Color range	
	16.7 million
	Bit depth	
	8 bits
	Resolution	
	HDMI 1.4 1080P+100Hz; VGA 1080P+60Hz
	Additional features	
	MPRT OD 8,6,4; RTS, FPS, Blue-light filter, wall mountable, Flicker free
	Energy class
	E 

Price:

Before: € 129.0024

Now: € 124.00

IT Accessories, Displays
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